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Abstract
We investigate the dependence of the angle of repose for heaps of dry granular
materials for heaps built from polygons which flow out of ahopper. We re-
port the parameter dependence on inter-particle friction and particles shape.
For any elongation, the angle of repose depends crucially on the coefficient
of $(\mathrm{d}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}/\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b})$ ffiction. For non-elongated particles, the angle of repose
depends crucially on the number of corners of the particles.
1Introduction
In this article we investigated the dif-
ferent parameters influence on the
angle of repose. In both experiments
and simulation via the discrete ele
ment method (DEM), the angle of re
pose, afundamental quantity for the
experimental classification of granu-
lar materials, depends crucially on
the particles properties. Previous
simulations for the angle of repose of
dry granular materials used compositions of round particles and neglected friction $[1, 2]$
(see Fig.1) or the rotational degree of freedom [3]. As aresult, the slopes of the heaps
were not smooth and straight, but rough and curved, which is typical for $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$,
not for dry granular materials [5, 6, 7]. These simulations resorted to using rough grounds
to retain acertain verisimiltude, though heaps of dry sand can be built even on mirrors,
which are “microscopically” flat. The models neglect friction an rely on the interlocking
of grain surfaces, so that rough grounds are necessary to obtain plausible looking results.
2Setup of the Simulation
We simulate the sand heap in two dimensions as an aggregate of polygons. The parti-
cles have three degrees of freedom, two for the linear motion, one for the rotation. The
polygons are inscribed into ellpses with varying length, for non-elongatffi particles into
circles. The particles are simulated as “soft” particles, so that the force between neigh-
boring particles is computed proportional to their overlap area and their Young modulus.
Further components of the inter-particle forces are the coefficient of restitution $<1$ and
the Coulomb ffiction coefficient. The forces are used for the Integration of Newton’s
Equations of Motion, the integration by Gear Prffl.ctor-Corraetor/Backward Difference
Formula (for details, see Ref. [4])
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Figure 3: Initial state (left) and end configuration (right) of a simulation for the com-
putation of the outflow from a hopper on a non-rough ground with friction coefficient
$\mu=0.6$ . The slopes are straight, as in experiments with non spherical particles. Particles
in the same layer have the same shade of gray, mixing of shades in the end configuration
indicates mixing of layers.
2.2 Simulation Geometry
The particle are initialized above a hopper geometry (see Fig.3) and fall down at the
beginning of the simulation. During the simulation, they aggregate on the hopper surface
and slide down the slopes of the hopper. The walls which limit the simulation geometry
and which form the hopper have for simplicity the same simulation parameters as the
particles, i.e. the same Young modulus, coefficient of restitution and friction coefficient
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Figure 4: Center of mass for particles on left and right slopes $(+)$ and least squares fit
(o) for the determination of the angle of repose.
2.3 Computation of the angle of repose
Because the slopes in our simulations are straight, the angle of repose can be obtained
by a least-squares fit (see Fig. 4) to the center of maae of the highest particles in each
were $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\approx 0.5$ particle diameters length. The left and right slope of each realized heap
(initial particle configurations computed from different random number sequences, i.e.
the shapes of the particles, but not the size distributions, were slightly different for each
run) were treated as independent configurations.
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Figure 6: Final configuration of a simulation of particles with five comers, and smooth
ground with ffiction coefficient $\mu=0.6$ .
coefficients, also sMing on the ground
can occur, for large coefficients of friction
the buildup of the heaps takes only place
via avalanches on the heap surface.
For non-elongated polygons with five
comers, we computffi the dependence of
the angle of repose on the ffiction coef-
ficient (see Fig. 7). The average angle of
repose increased linearly between $\mu=0.2$
$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mu=0.4$ and saturated beyond $\mu\geq 0.5$ .
The reason for the saturation is, that the
particle rotation and ffiction “compete” as
causes for the motion of the particles: For
vanishing ffiction coefficients, the angle of
repose can be extrapolatffi to 0 within er- Figure 7: Dependence of the angle of repose
ror bars, consistent with the truism that on the coefficient of friction for nearly-regular
materials with vanishing Coulomb ffiction pentagons.
(fluids) don’t fom heaps.
4 Particle roughness
Though the literature of granular matter abounds with simulations of round particles, in
this section we want to investigate the effect of deviation from the round shape in the
absence of a particle elongation, which, in a certain way, is the roughness of the particlae.
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Figure 9: Final configuration of a simulation with non-elongated polygons with 25 comers
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Figure 10: $\mathrm{Z}\infty \mathrm{m}$ into the initial configuration for elongatd for polygons with six comers
and elongation 1.2 (left) md elongation 1.4 (right).
4.2 Effect of elongation 1.2
For finite elongation, the angle of repose increR for particles with many comers because
the tendency to $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{U}$ is suppressed in comparison to non elongaffi partidae. For elongation
1.2 (for a snapshot of the particles, see Fig. 10, left) the angle of repose daeays linearly
ffom 5 to 10 comers, and ffom 10 to 15 corners decays hardly my more. The critical
angles are higher thm for non-elongated particles with the same number of comers.
(a) Dependence of the angle of repose on the (b) Dependence of the ange of repose for par-
number of comers for polygons with elongation tIclae on the number of $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}8$ with elongation
1.2, $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}*\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}$ md error-bars calculatd for six 1.4, error-bars for up to 10 configurations.
$\epsilon \mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ configurations.
Figure 11: Dependence of the mge of repose for elongaffi particles with friction coeffi-
cient $\mu=0.6$
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4.3 Effect of elongation 1.4
For larger elongations (elongation 1.4 in Fig. 10, left), in contrast to elongations of 1.2 and
smaller, there is no significant dependence of the critical angle on the number of corners
any more (Fig. ll(b)). That means that for the elongation 1.4, the rolling is already
essentially suppressed, the sliding dominates and the particle roughness doae not play a
crucial role in the mobilization of rolling.
Figure 12: Final configuration for coefficient of friction $\mu=0.2$ , particle elongation 1.4
and five corners: Most of the bulk is fluizided, but in the in the middle below the opening
of the hopper, a heap with straight slopes is still recognizable.
4.4 Effect of a rough floor
We tried to sI)aed up the simulation by putting particles in a layer on the ground to
increase the enery dissipation, which did not work out well. In the formation of the heap
on the lower layer, both sliding of the damping layer and avalanching of the particles
coming from above happen simultaneously. As can be seen in Fig. 13, the slopes are not
straight md the angle of repose is not well defined. As the damping layer constitutes a
rough ground (albeit a moving one), this result indicates how rough bottoms in simulations
may distort the results.
In Fig. 12, we used elongated particles with a very small $\mu=0.2$ coefficient of friction.
The angle of repose is not measurable from the ground: The particles touch the walls
md form a nearly horizontal layers. Only on this rough layer, a heap forms in the middle
under the hopper which has a measurable angle of repose, due to the rough granular layer
below, not due the particle interactions with the ground
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5 Conclusion
In this work we discussed the effect of the shape of particles on the angle of repose, a
paradigm on the competition between rolling and sliding in granular materials. We have
shown that the angle of repose for&y granular materials depends crucially on the shape
of the particles and the Coulomb friction coefficient. For non- or moderately elongated
particles (i.e. up to an elongation 1.2), we found a strong dependence of the angle of repose
on the particle roughness, i.e. for our polygonal particles the angle of reposed decreased
with increasing number of corners. This result is in marked contrast to the results for
triaxial compression, where one finds hardly any dependence of the stress-strain-diagram
on the particle roughness [8]. For larger elongations, the effect of the particle roughness
on the angle of repose is suppressed, because no rolling takes place anyway. In this case,
the angle of repose is mostly dependent on the coefficient of friction.
Simulations which neglect even only one of these influences will not be able to re-
produce neither the statics (angle of repose, stress distribution) nor the dynamics (e.g.
avalanches, force networks) for realistic materials. Due to the tw0-dimensional simulation,
the fluctuations on the data are nevertheless more pronounced than in three-dimensional
experiments. The whole mechanism of fomation of heaps and angle of repose is the result
of the particle properties (shape and inter-particle friction) on the one hand, and of sliding
on the ground and avalanches on the other hand.
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Figure 13: Initial state (above)and end configuration (below) of a simulation for the
computation of the outflow from a hopper on a rough ground with friction coefficient
$\mu=0.6$ onto a layer with particles for increased enery damping. The slopes are not
straight due to the superposition of the out-flowing grains md the damping layer. Particles
in the same layer have the same shade of gray, mixing of shades in the end configuration
indicates $\mathrm{m}\ddot{\mathrm{m}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ of layer.
